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As seen
on TV

Welcome to your
dream home, welcome to

life with Origin.
Open spaces,
Fresh air,
Big skies.

Take a moment to appreciate these simple but rewarding things.
Your life in widescreen. Slow down the pace of life, live in the
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moment and admire your surroundings.

Need
help?

Welcome to the Origin vision.
The stunningly designed Bi-fold Doors that open up rooms
and merge the inside with the out, the elegant windows that

Request

not only look beautiful, but let in more light, and the made-

quote

to-measure blinds that add a touch of inspiration to any

a quick

your nearest
showroom

Corners and bays

Handle options
Configurations

surroundings. The Origin complementary product range will
make this vision a reality.

Locate

Security

Let Origin make summer days longer, winter evenings brighter and

Windows
Safety and security

connect your home to a garden or terrace like never before.
A complete transformation not only to your home, but to
your way of life.
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The finishing touch
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A perfect fit, a

unique style.
Relish the
beauty in
every detail.
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Bi-Fold Doors
All the little details just as you want them.

Need
help?

Safety

There’s nothing like having something tailored just for you.
Security

That’s why we custom design and build every Origin product, to
make sure it’s exactly right for you and your home.
The bespoke aluminium bi-fold doors, windows and made-to-

Corners and bays

Handle options

Request

measure blinds offer the style, sophistication and security that any

quote

home deserves.

Configurations

Skilfully designed, beautifully made and exquisitely finished,

Windows

a quick

Origin will open up space, invite in natural light, remove barriers

Locate
your nearest
showroom

between the inside and out and realise the potential of your home.
Complementing traditional or modern styles, Origin gives a
home a new lease of life with timeless classic design.
From your preferred handles to your choice of threshold design,
including even height inside and out, if you wish.
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feel the difference
day...

every

Complete freedom. No barriers.
Life opens up as the mood takes you. All it takes is a turn of the
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handle and a gentle push...
You know when something feels right. Solid. Dependable. Just
better. Open up an Origin Bi-fold Door or Window, and you’ll
understand what we mean.
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Need
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Request

a quick
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depend
on it...
When considering bi-fold doors
or a new window system, frame
strength is an important factor.
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Origin uses a premium grade, energy efficient aluminium as
it’s a strong and durable material, yet enables the frames to be
narrow and aesthetically pleasing.
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Bi-Fold Doors

Aluminium is by far the most recycled material in manufacturing,
and an astonishing 75% of all aluminium sourced in the 1880s is

Need
help?

still in use today. Origin is proud to use 100% recycled aluminium
for its Bi-fold Doors, Windows and Blind cassette enclosures.
The powder coat finish is extremely hard wearing and resistant

Safety
Security
Corners and bays

to scratches and colour fading. So, it’s not only visually stunning,

Request

a quick

quote

but also ensures low maintenance and dependable security.

Handle options

No hassle.

Configurations

Windows

Locate

Safety and security

your nearest
showroom

Blinds

To learn more about aluminium’s
benefits in comparison to wood or
PVCu, please click here
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peace
of mind...
Engineered into every Origin product is unrivalled durability, long
term performance and of course, an elegant and stylish design.
Origin designs and manufactures everything in its state-of-the-art
Buckinghamshire based factory to ensure total quality control.
Origin prides itself on premium quality, and the fact that all
operations are kept in-house safeguards that testing can be
undertaken to an exceptional standard. All of which allows Origin to
offer a 20 year guarantee on all Bi-fold Doors and Windows.
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love
winter
as much as summer
The Origin Bi-fold Door and the Origin Window have been
cleverly designed to keep you warm when it’s chilly and cool
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when it’s hot.
With a certified U-value of 1.3 on the Bi-fold Doors and 1.5 on the
Windows, they comfortably outperform British Building Regulations.
Origin also use some of the most sophisticated weathertight
seals to keep the elements out.
In real terms, this means energy bills will be reduced as well as

Need
help?
Request

a quick

quote
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helping make your rooms usable all year round.
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colour it!
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match it!
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contrast it.

Love Origin all
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Whatever the style of home, Origin Bi-fold Doors and Windows are
Make a statement

available in 150 different RAL colours, so there will be one to suit.
Origin also offers the option of choosing a different colour

Handle it!

inside and out, so creating your own unique look is easy.

Bi-Fold Doors

The most popular colours are available on Origin’s industryleading ‘Your Lead Time, Not Ours’ delivery promise. Ranging

Safety

from Hipca White to Jet Black and all of the metallics inbetween,

Need
help?

these colours can be ordered to fit your schedule, so you have

Security

your bi-fold doors when you need them.
Corners and bays

Also included in this delivery promise are the ever-popular,
stunningly authentic wood grain finishes, and the Origin

Request

a quick

Handle options

Window also offers a reduced lead time on these colours.

quote

Configurations

Windows

Locate

Safety and security

your nearest
showroom

Blinds
7015 M
Slate Grey

7016 M
Anthracite Grey

Natural Oak

Golden Oak

Mahogany

Walnut

The finishing touch

7021 M
Black Grey

9005 M
Jet Black

9910 G
Hipca White

9006 M
Light Silver Metallic

9007 M
Dark Silver Metallic

Origin craftsmanship
Contact

match a particular room’s mood, the colour chosen can be tailored to
much as the Origin Doors and Windows themselves.
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make a

statement
However, whether your prefer subtle
or more outrageous, don’t worry...
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Looking for the wow factor? Whether you want to make a dramatic
So, if your taste runs past the subtle to the more outrageous, don’t worry... Origin guarantee to
have a colour available to make your Bi-fold Doors or Windows everything you’ve ever dreamt of.
To help with this choice, we’ve created 9 unique palettes, each featuring 10 shades on
a particular theme.
Choose a colour that complements your décor or go for a bold contrast - the choice is yours.
From Urban Chic via Beach Hut to Gentleman’s Club, there will be a colour that truly
suits your individual style.
Still can’t find what you’re looking for?…
Need
Get online for more inspiration!
help?

design statement or perfectly match a particular room’s mood, your
Doors and Windows themselves.
Nine unique palettes have been created, each featuring ten shades

Choose a colour that complements your decor or go for a bold
contrast - the choice is yours.
From Urban Chic via Beach Hut to Gentleman’s Club, there’ll be a

able to make your Bi-fold Doors or Windows everything you’ve ever dreamt of.

Request

colour that truly suits your individual style.

quote

With over 150 RAL shades available, you can make your home

hoice, we’ve created 9 unique palettes, each featuring 10 shades on

hat complements your décor or go for a bold contrast - the choice is yours.
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ns past the subtle to the more outrageous, don’t worry... Origin guarantee to
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chosen colour can be tailored to your home as much as the Origin

everything you’ve ever dreamt of.

via Beach Hut to Gentleman’s Club, there will be a colour that truly
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al style.
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For available finishes, please click here
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handle it!
Handles do a simple job.
Origin Bi-fold Door and Window
handles just do it so much better.
The handles of an Origin product are its primary point of human

Tailor it!
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contact. They must blend reliable functionality with tasteful aesthetics
and real world ergonomics.
When you hold them, they must communicate safety and robustness.
That’s why Origin’s handles are given the same attention to

Handle it!

Bi-Fold Doors
Safety

detail as every other component. Whether you choose premium

Need
help?
Request

a quick

quote

stainless steel or colour co-ordinated ones, you can be sure of

Security

a contemporary handle that offers the same faultless service
as the doors and windows themselves.
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bi-fold

doors
Origin Bi-fold Doors are completely
bespoke to your requirement.
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Specify your size, your configuration, your colour schemes,
finishes and handles and leave the rest to Origin. This level

Handle it!

of personalisation ensures a door that is not only completely
tailored to your home and requirements, but will also
complement your style.

Bi-Fold Doors
Safety

With a flawless performance, the movement of an Origin Bi-Fold

Need
help?

Door is as elegant as the timeless looks. The doors glide along their
track as smooth as silk, the result of a combination of superior
engineering and innovative design features such as high grade
aluminium frames, unique free-glide roller system and the longest

Request

lasting powder coating available.
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That’s why they’re guaranteed to perform faultlessly for at
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least 20 years.
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Security
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open

wide and
say aaah...
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safety first...

and last
With children around especially, you want to know
they’re not going to come to any harm. So all Origin

A new way of life
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Magnetic keeps
prevent the door
from slamming

sure little fingers don’t get trapped.

design to allow for equal floor finishes inside and out,
removing any barriers and making it ideal for disabled access.
Origin Bi-fold Doors also feature strong magnetic catches to

Make a statement

Origin's finger safe
gaskets prevent
any little fingers
from being trapped

prevent slamming and look after you while you’re out, too.

Need
help?

and out performs all current security testing standards.

Request

a quick

quote

Handle it!

Bi-Fold Doors
Safety
Security

Shoot bolts, deep throw hooks, special hinges, handles and
cylinder all combine in a multi-point locking system that conforms

Love Origin all
year round
Colour it!

Bi-fold Doors use special ‘finger safe’ gaskets to make

Other clever, innovative features include the special threshold

Peace of mind

Our locking systems

Corners and bays

meet all security
requirement for

Handle options

optimum safety in
your home

Configurations

Windows

Locate
your nearest
showroom

Low threshold design
removes any barriers,
making for a smooth
transition between the
inside and out

Safety and security

Blinds
The finishing touch
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optimum

security
conforms to demanding, police preferred

and anti-lift bars

‘Secured by Design’ standard and has 8 points

top and bottom

of locking as opposed to the standard 6 or 4

The hinges of a door are often overlooked as
a security weak point. This is not the case on
an Origin Bi-fold Door; they are designed to
withstand attack and offers little opportunity

25mm security hooks combined with

for even the most determined intruder

Eight point locking system

the anti-lift bars help deliver the best

High security hinges

The weakest point of a locking system is

quote

operating when engaging the lock, as

often the cylinder. Solid cast security handles

well as giving maximum compression for
increased weather resistance

Handle it!

Bi-Fold Doors

Security

Handle options
Configurations

combined with high performance fixing bolts
and a British Standards accredited Magnum

Windows

security cylinder, proven to protect against
snapping, picking, drilling and bumping,

your nearest
showroom

Make a statement

Corners and bays

Chamfered 20mm linear bolts offer smoother

Locate

Love Origin all
year round

High security cylinder

Request

a quick

Peace of mind

Safety

in both security and weather proofing

Need
help?

Superiority in strength

Colour it!

Origin’s unique multipoint locking system

Two deep throw hooks

A new way of life

offers a proven defence that is second to none

Long shoot bolts at the top and bottom

High strength frames

Safety and security

Blinds
The strength and integrity of the door profile
itself is also a crucial consideration. Our
aluminium frames strike a perfect balance
between style and security

The finishing touch

Origin craftsmanship
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The Origin vision

tailor it!
Because each door set is custom-made, Origin’s design
team can help you, your builder and architect make the
ideal use of your space.
Ranging from one door sets to eight door sets, and with a

Tailor it!
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choice of individual door widths from 400mm up to 1200mm,
Origin Bi-Fold Doors will fit most openings, however big or small.
Where rooms have a more unconventional layout, Origin can

Make a statement

Handle it!

manufacture bay and 90° corner sets with or without corner
posts, meaning a dark corner can be turned into the light-filled
focal point of your room.

Need
help?
Request

a quick
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Configure your doors
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our

handle range

Customise your Origin Bi-fold Door even more by
exploring our handle range.
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Premium Range in Stainless Steel

Bi-Fold Doors
Safety

Need
help?
Request

a quick

quote

Security
Corners and bays
Solid stainless steel lever
handle - comes with separate
escutcheon (Style 253/280)

Solid stainless steel lever
handle - comes with separate
escutcheon (Style 251/280)

Solid stainless steel lever
handle - comes with separate
escutcheon (Style 301/280)

Solid stainless steel lever
handle - comes with separate
escutcheon (Style 303/280)

Solid stainless steel handle
with long back plate
(Style 253/270)

Handle options
Configurations

Standard Range in Aluminium

Windows

Locate

Safety and security

your nearest
showroom

Blinds
The finishing touch
Security handle lever white
(YSHLL-WH)

Security handle lever
chrome (YSHLL-PC)

Security handle lever
black (YSHLL-BL)

Security handle lever
gold (YSHLL-PG)
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Price

choose your
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9.4 Metres

9.0 Metres

8.6 Metres

8.2 Metres

7.8 Metres

7.4 Metres

Superiority in strength

Peace of mind

Love Origin all
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1
door

Choosing your Origin Bi-fold Doors
has never been easier.

7.0 Metres

6.6 Metres

6.2 Metres

5.8 Metres

5.4 Metres

5.0 Metres

4.6 Metres

4.2 Metres

3.8 Metres

3.4 Metres

3.0 Metres

2.6 Metres

2.2 Metres

1.8 Metres

configuration

1.4 Metres

approximate opening
1.0 Metres

As seen
on TV

Tailor it!

0.6 Metres

Calculator

Colour it!

2
door

If you know your rough opening sizes, find the

Make a statement

nearest opening measurement in the table below
and scan down the column to view your possible

Handle it!

3
door

door options.

Bi-Fold Doors

Alternatively, if you’re set on a particular number of

4
door

doors and you are designing your opening around

Safety

your doors, select your preferred number of doors
in the left column and scan across to identify the
opening sizes available to you. Remember, every door
we manufacture is bespoke and manufactured to your
exact sizes and chosen configuration.

Request

a quick

quote

Locate
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showroom

number of doors

Need
help?

Security

5
door

Corners and bays

6
door

Handle options
Configurations

7
door

Windows
8
door

Safety and security

*Above sizes are for guidance only and are subject to glass specification.

Blinds
The finishing touch

KEY:

Optimum door
leaf sizes

Wide door
leaf sizes

Narrow door
leaf sizes
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windows
The Origin Window embodies traditional craftmanship by combining
a unique aluminium flush casement with contemporary hardware and
slim sightlines.
Particularly prevalent in countryside dwellings, 19th century timber
windows are synonymous with flush casements and the Origin

Tailor it!
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Window captures the beauty of this traditional style.
Every Origin Window is completely bespoke and manufactured to
the exact sizes provided.

Handle it!

Bi-Fold Doors

Types available include a standard window, fixed sashes and bay
configurations as well as gable end windows.

Need
help?
Discuss
your
options

Safety
Security
Corners and bays

Handle options
Configurations

Windows

Locate
your nearest
showroom

Safety and security

Blinds
The finishing touch
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designed to be safe...
and

secure

The Origin Window is not only
attractively designed, but is also
incredibly safe and secure...
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Using the industry renowned Yale Encloser lock’s innovative
bi-directional locking technology, the Origin Window blends
sophisticated style and elegance with the very latest in high
performance and high security locking mechanisms for a truly
secure system.

Need
help?

Handle it!

Bi-Fold Doors
Safety

High security stainless hinges offer unrivalled compression through
a unique patented hinge geometry, comfortably outperforming
the demanding security tests and standards. The hinges are also
specifically designed to reduce the possibility of finger entrapment.

Security
Corners and bays

Handle options

Discuss
your
options

Configurations

Windows

Locate

Safety and security

your nearest
showroom

Blinds

To learn more about the Origin
Window, please click here

The finishing touch

Origin craftsmanship
Contact

The Origin vision

blinds
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perfect finishing
touch...

Love Origin all
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You’ve got two of the finest home improvements around. So now all
you need is matching made-to-measure blinds.
Naturally, they’re not just any old blinds. Like all Origin products, each

Handle it!

Bi-Fold Doors

is hand made in the UK.
Safety

The ultimate in opulence, Origin electric roller blinds come in a wide range

Need
help?

of beautiful fabrics in up-to-the-minute colours, prints and textures.
The cleverly concealed mechanism is operated remotely or using a wall-

Security
Corners and bays

mounted touch screen, and can even be programmed to open and close

View
available
fabrics

at sunrise and sunset, helping keep heat in to reduce energy bills.

Handle options
Configurations

Windows

Locate
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showroom

Safety and security

Blinds
The finishing touch
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tailor

made
While Origin’s Bi-fold Doors and Windows create a wonderfully light,
airy feel, you’ll find matching blinds not only enhance the look, but
offer a practical way to perfectly adapt your home to different light
and weather conditions.
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Love Origin all
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The made-to-measure blinds work to control your room temperature,
preventing heat build up in summer and stopping it escaping in winter
- helping you feel more comfortable all year round.
Open, they allow a completely unobstructed panoramic view. Closed,
they help your room feel cosy and warm as well as keeping your

Need
help?

Handle it!

Bi-Fold Doors
Safety

home safe from prying eyes.
Security
Corners and bays

Handle options

View
available
fabrics

Configurations

Windows

Locate

Safety and security

your nearest
showroom

Blinds

To learn more about Origin Blinds,
please click here
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skill. passion.

attention
1

2

to detail.

There really is no substitute for the true craftsman’s touch.
That’s why every Origin Bi-fold Door and Window is designed,

designed & manufactured
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Love Origin all
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manufactured and assembled here in the UK. Every frame,
every door, every component; you’ll notice the pride in

Handle it!

everything we make.
Despite being a family business, we’re far from traditional - our
impressive Buckinghamshire-based factory is one of the most

Bi-Fold Doors
Safety

advanced around. Being UK-based has other advantages too. It means

Need
help?

we can offer you a better service. Depending on the options

Security

you choose, our products can be with you in days, not weeks (the
fastest and most flexible service in the industry).
Once you have a rough idea of what you’re after, Origin has a friendly,

Request

Corners and bays

Handle options

efficient and knowledgeable service team that will be able to answer

a quick

quote

any questions you may have, advise on available options and direct
you to one of our nationwide accredited trade partners. Here you will
be able to feel and appreciate the quality behind Origin products.

Locate

Configurations

Windows
Safety and security

your nearest
showroom

To speak to our customer service team,
simply call 0808 168 5816
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1

Neil Ginger. CEO and Founding Partner.

2 Victoria Brocklesby. COO and Founding Partner.
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Bi-Fold Doors
Safety
Security
Corners and bays

Handle options
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Windows
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Safety and security
Origin Head Quarters

Origin, Al Quoz Industrial Area,

Origin USA Inc.

Sunters End, Hillbottom Road

P.O. Box 26659

771 Commerce Drive,

High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire, HP12 4HS

Dubai, UAE

Venice, Florida, 34292.

t 0808 168 5816

t +971 (0) 43419447

t 1-800-494-9804

e info@origin-global.com

e info@originuae.com

e info@originbifolds.com

w www.origin-global.com

w www.originuae.com

w www.originbifolds.com
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